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ABSTRACT  
Name   : Besse Liskamalia 
Reg. Number : 40300107031 
Title   : Child Abuse In Danny Boyle‟s Movie “Slumdog Millionaire” 
Consultants     :(1)Prof.Dr.H.M. Rusydy Khalid  and, 
 (2) Serliah Nur, SP.d.,M.Hum.,M.Ed. 
This thesis is a research about child abuse in Danny Boyle‟s movie “ Slumdog 
Millionaire” by using psychological approach based on Sigmnud Freud‟s theory, they 
are the id, the ego and super ego. The purpose of this research is to find out (1) Types 
of child abuse, (2) the cause of child abuse (3) the impact of child abuse. The method 
in this research is descriptive qualitative method. The source of data in this research is 
movie “Slumdog Millionaire”by Danny Boyle, which is showed in 2008. And also 
the books reference to support this research. In collecting the research data, the writer  
taken the picture from movie and used note taking as her instrument to get the data 
which are well structured and easy to be analyzed.  
The data analysis technique in this research based on the psychoanalysis theory  by 
Sigmund Freud. 
Based on result of analysis the movie of Danny Boyle‟s „Slumdog 
Millionaire”, the writer found there are some types of child abuse happen in this 
movie are physical abuse (such as hitting, shaking, anaestheizing, blinding and 
kicking), emotional abuse (such as shock), sexual abuse (prostitution under age) and 
neglect (Inadequate supervision and Failure to protect a child from danger by parent 
or caretaker and Failure to meet food and clothing what the child needs).The cause of 
child abuse happen in this movie because religion conflict and financial problem. The 
cause of child abuse are based on condition id and ego of the people in this movie. 
The id happen when hindustani who want remove muslim from the their place, in 
another case children when Maman id desire want to have much money for acceding 
the pleasure principle. But the reality he had not a good job for getting much money, 
so he did anything to the childrenfor get much money like in Maman and his friend 
made Anaesthetizing and Blinding a child. Ego happen when their parents must 
neglet their children because their economic condition. Super ego is also seen in this 
movie when Jamal tried to bring Latika from red street.The impact of child abuse 
happen in this movie are physical effect (physical defect like blind and imcomplete 
foot), emotional effect ( unusually high level of anger and difficultly in trusting other 
) and sexual effect (promiscuity).  
 The Implication of this research is to make the reader, the students of English 
and Literature Department  and especially to the parents or care taker know  about the 
ix 
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types of child abuse , the cause of child abuse and the effect of child abuse. Let us 
protect  and love the children. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background 
Literature is  an activity of expressing, feeling, though, idea, spirit, beliefs, 
and other expression that use language as the basic element. Literature is way of 
commmunication which is very important in our social life.  (Nurgiyantoro,2002:12). 
Literature is how to expressing the problem of our life, philosophy and 
psychology. And the writer is specialist about psychology and philosophy and then 
written into literature form. 
Literature is the way of the writer drawing hisidea based on what he feels 
inside and what the problem happens to him. Literature works has a value of life and 
experiences of  life. 
According to A Teew (2003: 10).  “Literature is everything what we writing 
by using language.” Literature is written material such as poetry, novels, essays, etc., 
works of imagination characterized by excellence of style expression and themes  of 
general interest.  One example development of literature is movie. 
Film or movie is media of social comunication which formed by two senses 
seeing and hearing. Furthermore, it has a story reflected by reality or just imagination 
ofthe director. The writer thinks that a film is part of a literary work that has an 
important role in the advancement of literature itself. Therefore, the film also has the 
same role as other literary works such as poems, song lyrics, and etc. 
11 
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According to Brian Mckernan on his book (2005: 09)“Film is a reliable, 
mature technology capable of providing a compelling entertainment experience”. 
Movie is considered to be an important art form, a source of popular 
entertainment and a powerful method for educating. Actually movie is a form drama 
that usedtecnology like camera. Nevertheless, the basic of movie and play is narrative 
text of literary work. 
Movie reflects our reality of life, sometimes we can see another side of life 
that we have never see before. Most people make movie based onthe real story, or 
make movie based phenomena around their life. As Danny Boyle made movie to 
show us about child abuse is one thing that we have to pay attention because child 
abuse is becoming more increasingly. Today , child abuse and neglect are widely 
recognized as a major social problemin Indonesia  and through out the world. All 
children are born to grow, to develop, to live, to love, and to articulate their needs and 
feelings for their self-protection. For their development, children need respect and 
protection from adults who take them seriously, love them, and honestly help them to 
face the future. But some children experiences hurt, neglected and abused by adults. 
Younger children may not be aware that what is happening to them is abuse.  
Child abuse is an act hurting a child includes emotional abuse, phsycal 
abuse, sexual abuse, and neglect. That can give bad impact of the children, because of 
their experience of bad life. According to Speight (2006: 101) : 
Child abuse is a wide-ranging concept that can be defined as „anything that 
hinders the optimal development of the child‟. This includes physical abuse 
(non-accidental injury (NAI)), emotional abuse and deprivation, and child sexual 
13 
 
 
 
abuse (CSA). It also includesabuse by agencies other than parents, e.g., 
professionals, systems and politicians. 
Slumdog millionare is one movie show us about the condition of child  abuse, 
hurting children due to some reasons like religion difference and economical 
problem. The writer chooses this movie because “Slumdog Millionaire” is a movie 
with most success in 2008 (Won 8 Academy Awards, 6 Oscar Awards, 4 Golden 
Globes and many more). This movie has great story with full messages. 
The writer uses psychological approach based on Sigmund Freud‟s 
Psychoanalysis to research this movie. Sigmund freud‟s theory which state that 
human personality divides into three aspects: they are the id, the ego, the super-ego. 
Where the three  aspects be able give negative effect to personality of the human. In 
this movie show us some of child abuse that related with Sigmund Frued theory. 
Child abuse happen because condition of psychology of the characters in the movie. 
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B. Problem statement 
  Based on the explanation above, the writer has some items of problem to 
be analyzed, which have been formulated into questions: 
1. What are types of child abuse portrayed in the movie? 
2. What are the cause of child abuse happen in the movie? 
3. What are the effectof child abuses in the movie? 
C. Objective research 
Based on the problem statement, the researcher formulates the objective 
of the research as follows: 
1. To find types of child abuse are portrayed in the movie. 
2. To find the cause of child abuse are in the movie. 
3. To find the effect of child abuse are in the movie. 
D. The significant of Research 
The result of the study is expected to be able to give some benefit. First,this 
study will give knowledge about types of child abuse, the cause of child abuse 
and theeffect of child abuse in the movie. Second,the reader will know how to 
avoid child abuse and more love the child and give them what they need as 
human. 
E. The scope of Research 
Scope of the research is restricted to the types, the cause and the effect of 
child abuse that is taken from Danny Boyle‟s movie “Slumdog Millionaire”. The 
writer uses psychological approach to research the movie. 
15 
 
 
 
F. Systematical of Writing. 
Chapter I are introduction, consists of the background of research, problem 
statements, objective of research, significance of research, scope of 
research, and systematical writing. 
Chapter II are review of related lliterature, covers the review of the literary 
references that support the analysis of the data. It also consists of 
definition of each terms used in this writing. 
Chapter III are rresearch method, consists of method of the research, data 
resources, instrument of the research, procedures of data collection, 
and technique of data analysis.  
Chapter IV are finding and discussing data, explain the data that included the 
types of child abuse, cause child abuse and the effects of child abuse. 
 Chapters V are conclusion and Suggestion. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
In this study, the writer presents some knowledge underlying the topic of the 
study taken from movie and internet. It explains about film, the kinds of child abuse, 
the cause of child abuse, andthe impact of child abuse. 
A. Previous Related Research Findings 
Nualifah Ma (2006)in her thesis entitled“Child Abuse In Dave Pelzer‟s A Child 
Called It And The Lost Boy”. She conducted a research the child abuse in a child call 
it. She explained about child abuse that happens in Dave‟s life. She used a 
psychological aprroach to research the novels.She found some abuse happen to Dave 
when he was four years. His mother was a homemaker and an alcoholic who started 
abuse him. The effect of child abuse happen to him as he is sometimes getting 
nightmare, and he is traumatic if he sees abuse hapen in around him. 
Misdalifa (2008) in her thesis entitled “Child Abuse in Charles Dickens‟David 
Copperfield”. The basic of her research about abuse that happens in David 
Copperfield‟s life. She found abuse happen to David from her family like physical 
abuse, emotional abuse, and neglect. Because of child abuse he gets some effect of 
his life as he has labil emotional and he is difficult to trust another people. 
Both of theses have similarities researches that explain about child abuse happens 
in the main character in the novels. Whereas in this research the writer takes movie to 
16 
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be the object of analyzis and finding about the impact of child abuse that happens in 
the “Slumdog Millionaire” movie. In this reseach, the writer will not only explain 
about child abuse that happen in the main character but also the writer will explain 
what the cause and the impact of child abuse in the movie. This is the difference with 
both of the researches above. 
B. Theoretical Framework                
1. Film /movie 
a. Definition of  Movie 
According to Badar (2011:1),afilm, also called a movie or motion picture, is a 
story conveyed with moving  images. It is produced by recording photographic 
images with cameras, or by creating images using animation techniques or visual 
effects. 
 In the entertainment world movie is one mean that has much fan, starting 
from the children, youth, until the old age. The reason is movie has many genres that 
enable us to choose whether film that is interesting to watch. The stories are also, 
starting from friendship, love, family and heroic stories. Even, humorous stories can 
make us laugh loud. 
b. Types of movie 
There are many types of movie that we always we watch everyday. 
Basically, movie can be divided into three parts. Badar (2011:1). 
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1) Fiction Movie 
 Fiction movie is a movie that conveys the impossible story. The story has 
taken by imagination the author only. There are many types of the fiction films that 
were signed by certainly style, form and contents. They are drama movie, horror 
movie, war movie, history movie, science fiction movie, comedy movie, action 
movie, musical movie, and cowboy movie. And there is a combination between ones 
movie to another movie. They are comedy action movie and drama history movie. 
2) Non-Fiction movie 
  Non-fiction movie is the opposite from the fiction movie which convey 
the factual story as the central plot. There are two types of non-fiction movie those 
are factual movie and documenter movie. Basically, factual movies just show the fact 
but it has given by other events in order more interesting. While the documenter 
movie is a movie that emphasize the side of the new release of an actual event on TV 
broadcast. 
3) Animation and Experimental movie 
  Experimental movie is a movie that conveys the story in different way and 
combine the science and technology as they device. The purposes are certainly 
looking for new sensation of the movie and trying to give a satisfaction to the public 
who watch it. The animation movie is a movie that use immovable thing such as 
table, chair and so on ultimately, can be moved by the animation technique. 
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C. Child abuse 
1. Definition of child abuse and neglect.  
Child abuse is bad treatment of adultto the child by someone in around 
them. Abuse of the child is anything that causes injury the child.  
“The term “child abuse and neglect” means, at a minimum, any recent act or 
failure to act on the part of a parent or caretaker, which results in death, 
serious physical or emotional harm, sexual abuse or exploitation, or an act or 
failure to act which presents an imminent risk of serious harm;”. Robin E. 
Clark(2007: 13). 
 
Child abuse is bad treatment by their parent,or another people who must 
save them. Child abuse can be phsycal, sexual or emotional. Neglect  happens 
when a parent or responsible caretaker fails to provide adequate supervision, 
food , clothing, shelter or basic for a child. 
2. Type of child abuse and neglect  
Child abuse and neglect can take many and varied forms. Child abuse and 
neglect classifies the various forms of maltreatment into six major types. Clark 
(2007: 13). 
a.  Physical Abuse: non-accidental injury of a child that leaves marks, 
scars,bruises, or broken bones. Example of physical abuse, 
Hitting, Burning, Slapping, Beating, Biting, Shaking, and 
Kicking. 
b.  Sexual Abuse: any inappropriate sexual exposure or touch by an 
adult to a child or an older child to a younger child.   
20 
 
 
 
   Example of sexual abuse: 
1) Indecent exposure showing pornographic materials. 
2) Touching sexual organs by adult. 
3) Attempted or actual sexual intercourse. 
4) Child prostitution. 
c. Emotional Abuse:  any act that seriously endangers the mental or   
emotional health of the child or inflicts mental injury. 
  Example of child abuse : 
1) Rejection/withdrawal of parent love. 
2) Threatens child. 
3) Shock. 
4) Inconsistent punishment. 
5) Isolates/restricts child for long periode. 
d. Physical Neglect: Acts of omission that refusal to provide health 
care, delay in providing health care.  
1) Expulsion of a child from a home. 
2) Inadequate supervision.  
3) Failure to protect a child from danger. 
4) Failure to meet food and clothing needs. 
e. Educational Neglect: Acts of omission and  failure to enroll a 
child in school and inattention to specific education needs. 
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f. Emotional Neglect: Acts of omission that involve failing to give 
affection needs of a child, allowing or permitting a child to use 
alcohol, delays in providing psychological care and other 
inattention to the child‟s developmental needs. 
  Child abuse is one thing need to pay antention this is about condition of 
child in the future. There are many kinds of child abuse happen in around us but 
we do not aware if it is abuse. 
3. The Cause of Child and Neglect  
According to de Benedictis on Misdalifa research (2007:15) there are 
several factors of one person to do. child abuse and neglect: 
a. General stress : is mental condition of parent or caretaker and can make 
them do child abuse.    
b. Parental attitudes: attitude is basic characteristic of human include parent 
who has bad attitude and that be a reason why they do child abuse. 
c. Alcohol and drug user : alcohol and drug user has bad impact to they 
emotional and attitude condition we are not suprise if they do child abuse. 
d. Finantial problem : finantial problem to be the basic reason why they do 
child abuse 
e. A child has disability (flaw): The parents feel shy because have a child 
flaw and they reject the child then do child abuse as release of shyness. 
f.   Marital conflict: this is conflict between parents that can give the effect to 
the child who wacth dispute between his parents.  
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g. Isolation social: that happens if parents do isolation to the child who need 
social interaction for mental development.  
No one has been able to predict which of these factors will cause someone to 
do child abuse.  But they have to know that if no reason to doing child abuse because 
every abuse has consequences.  
4) The Effects of Child Abuse and Neglect. 
The effect of abuse is far greater than its immediate, visible effects. There 
are several the impact of chilsd abuse and neglet. 
a. Physical effects. 
In addition Romans (1997: 338): to the obvious physical injuries, such as 
broken bones, bruises and scarring, abuse is also related to several 
additional physical complications for children, including the following:  
1) Developmental delay physical. 
2)  Permanent neurological damage. 
3)  Weight problems, often emerging as eating disorders. 
4) Poor overall health. 
5) Death. 
b. Emotional effects. 
There are some emotional effets of child abuse according to Romans(1997: 
327 ):  
1) Extreme and repetitive nightmares.  
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2) Unusually high levels of anger and aggression. 
3) Sudden phobias, such as a fear of darkness or water. 
4) Depressive symptoms. 
5) Low confidence. 
6) Difficulty in trusting others. 
c. Effect on Sexuality 
The majority of sexual consequences are the result of sexual abuse, other 
forms of maltreatment can also be sexually destructive: Romans (1995: 
1336) expalin that effect of sexual abuse: 
1)  Engaging in open or excessive masturbation. 
2)  Simulated sexual acts with siblings and friends, inappropriate sexual 
behavior such as breast or genital grabbing. 
3)  Premature sexual knowledge sexualized kissing in friendships and 
with parents.  
4)  Promiscuity. 
5)  Dissatisfaction with sex and negative attitudes about sex. 
6) Trauma with other people who has some gender with abuser. 
 The effects on sexuality is one of the the effects of sexual abuse that happen 
to the child by their  parent  or care taker. That can be negative effect to the child. We 
are not shock if there are many explotation of child like prostitution and free sex. 
Abnormal sexuality is also happening like homosexual because of sexual abuse. 
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C. Psycological Approach. 
Literature is considered as result of author activity who has relevancy with 
psichological condition. Therefore , literature is one indication of psychology when 
literature consist of the aspect of  character in the story. In psychological approach the 
writer can research the literature from condition of the author or condition of 
character in the story. 
 Psychology enters the area of literary through four ways:a. discussion about 
the process of literary creation, b. psychological analysis of the author (either as a 
type or as a person), c. discussion about psychological theories applicable to the 
analysis of the character‟s behavior in literary works, d. the influence of literary 
works on the readers. From the four ways we can choose one way to use in the 
research of literature.  
 Based on Rene Wellek and Austin Warren (1989:81) about theories applicable 
analysis of the bahavior of characters of the movie. And this study the writer using 
theory from Sigmund Freud to analysis individual characteristics (psychoanlysis). 
 Sigmund Freud is father of psychoanalysis who created personality theory. He 
expalain about how personality of the human is created. Based on Sigmund Freud on 
Adam Crush article (2012 : 1 ) opinion there are basic on theory of personality : 
1. Basic of human personality came when they was child. 
2. Childhood experience is going to be part of uncounsios in them psychological 
condition. 
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3. Personality disorder happen because there are contrast between id and super 
ego. 
According toSigmund Freud‟spsychoanalytic theory of personality in three 
elements (2010 : 5) : 
         
1. Id :  is system of personality that be source of energy to psychology. And the 
id isinstinctual drives present at birth. It operates according to the plesure 
priciple which is particularly simple to define, the id pursues to the plesure 
and avoids pain. The point is the id does not devise plan and strategy for 
obtaining pleasure. The id shows no regard for reality and imposes for getting 
what the id desires without logic, values, moral and plan. In sum, the id is 
demanding,implusive, blind, irrationa, asocial, and selfish. Sometimes the id 
uses fantasy of gratification for actualize gratification. 
SUPER EGO 
 
EGO  
EG
O 
ID 
Moralistic 
and 
perfectionist 
Rational, 
planfull, and 
mediator 
Irrational, 
illogical, and 
impulsive. 
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2. Ego : the ego seeks reality. The ego funtion is to express and satisfy the 
desires of the id in accordance with two things: opportunities and constraints  
in the real life, and demands of the super ego. Whereas the id operates 
according to the pleasure principle, the ego operates according to the reality 
principle. Ego can make the difference between dream and reality.  
3. Super ego : is the psychologyaspect of human as rule and value that must 
following as social creature. Super ego is product of Interaction in our 
environment with represent the moral branch of our funcioning. The funtion 
of super ego is blocking impulse of the id. Beside that super ego functions to 
control behavior in accord with these rules, offering rewards for good 
behavior and punishment for bad behavior. Then, Super ego must have ego 
ideal (support to do), conscience (unsupport to do) and responsible for guilt. 
 Sigmund Freuddescribes uncounscious is one point in his theory. The most 
important of human behavior is given by uncounscious. He was drawing the 
counscious (ego) as ice mountain when just the on top of the mountain can be seen. 
The under water there are two part of psychology of the human are pracounscious 
(super ego) and uncouncious (id). 
D. Synopsis .  
The story of Jamal Malik is an 18 year-old orphan from the slums of 
Mumbaiwho experience the biggest day of his life. With the whole nation watching, 
he is just one question away from winning 20 million rupees on India‟s “Who Wants 
to Be a Millionaire” But when the show breaks for the night, police arrest him on 
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suspicion of cheating, how could a street kid know so much? Desperate to prove his 
innocence, Jamal tells the story of his life in the slum where he and his brother grew 
up, about their adventures together on the road, about encounters with local gangs, 
and about Latika,in this place he and some friends find it much difficult incident. 
Some of his friend experience abuse like making child to be blind and  lame by 
designed.  Until one day jamal and his brother zakir runs away from the local gangs. 
But he is unlucky  the girl who he lovesis lost. Jamal always try looking for latika and 
he can find latika in oneplace red-light district. Someone of the gangs wanna sell 
latika whereas she is under age. She is about 14 old. But zakir and jamal can bring 
out latika, much to his suprise zakir betrays and kick out jamal from their mansions. 
Everytime jamal tries to find Latika until he finds latika. 
Each chapter of his story reveals the key to the answer to one of the game 
show's questions. When the new day dawns and Jamal returns to answer the final 
question, the Inspector and sixty million viewers are watching the show, and he can 
answer the last question and win that money. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
A. Design of the Research 
The writer used descriptive method in this research. The method used in this 
research was descriptive qualitative method. Descriptive qualitative method is the 
method that intends to describe everything related to the topic of the research Ratna, 
(2007:53). In this research, the writer used psychological approach based on Sigmund 
Freud‟s theory to analyze types of child abuse, the cause of child abuse and the 
effects of child  abuse that happens ofthe child on “Slumdog Millionaire” movie. 
B. Source of Data 
Data in this research is divided into two types namely primary data and 
secondary data. The primary data have taken from movie “Slumdog Millionaire” and 
the secondary source collected from books, thesis, internet and other sources that 
relevant and related to the topic of this research. 
C. Instrument of the Researcher. 
In collecting data, the researcher took picture and used note taking as 
instrument of the research. After watching the movie and reading other supporting 
references, the researcher made some notes that related to the problems statetment 
and the objectives of the research. 
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D. Procedure  of Data Collection 
Method of data collecting in this research is divided into two major parts. They are: 
1. The writer watched the “Slumdog Millionaire” movie. 
2. The writer took a picture from the scene and wrote the conversation that 
happens in the scene. 
3. The writer collected and read some relate literature to support the object that 
be analyzed.      
E. Technique of Analyzing the Data. 
 The writer analyzed the data and use a Psychological approach to analyze the  
data by using some steps as follows:  
1. The writer analyzed the movie based on picture and conversation. 
2. The writer analyzed the kind of child abuse, the cause of child abuse and the 
effect of child abuse based on the movie. 
3. The writer analyzed data by using psychological approach based on Sigmund 
Freud‟s Psycho analysis. 
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  CHAPTER IV 
FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter consists of the analysis of the kind of child abuse, the cause and 
the impact of child abuse that were found in movie Slumdog Millionaire. The writer 
was eager to choose the movie because the story was basically built from a simple 
thing that was child‟s life. Danny Boyle was able to make a simple thing into a 
complex and interesting story. Danny Boyle‟s movie which was rich in psychological 
aspects that could be analyzed by the writer. That makes the writer was interested 
about child abuse, cause of child abuse and the impact of child abuse in the movie.  
A. Finding. 
1. Types of Child Abuse. 
Child abuse is act of adult person who maltreatment the child. Child abuse is act 
hurting a child includes physical abuse, emotional abuse, sexual abuse, and neglect.  
The writer found Child abuse happens in this movie. 
a. Physical Abuse 
Physical abuse is one of abuse happen in this movie. The writer found there 
some physical abuse happened to the children. Such as : 
1) Throwing and hitting by using a book. (data 1, 09:38s and09:49s). 
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Teacher :  “There are three musketeer, (Salim and Jamal come when he 
teaches) ah, here come our very own musketeers, thank you for gracing us all 
with your presence Parthos! (at the same time throwing the book)  well open it 
Salim (Jamal is grabbing the book from Salim) stop doing that and open the 
book jamal (then he is taking the book and hitting Jamal) Athos!”.  
2) Shaking . (data 2, 27:03 s) 
  
Maman: (after hearing) very good, very good Arvind. Salim! (He asks Salim 
to singing) 
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Salim: (singing badly and laughed) laughed at me, I‟ll kill you! (He attacks 
Latika). 
Ganglocal: hey get off her. (He is pushing Salim away) 
Salim:  (Salim tries to fight back) “don‟t touch me, you fat bustard, you big 
tree, pun nose” (then the gang local shaking him). 
3) Anaesthetizing and Blinding a child (data 3, 30:44s and 31:17s) 
 
Maman : “(after listening Aravind sings) very good , I‟m happy, he‟s ready”. 
The gang local: “I‟m ready as well (at the time he is preparing and 
anaesthetizing then blinding a child)”.  
4) Hitting and kicking. ( data 4, 46;07s and 46:10s   )  
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Jamal : “ (he sees the wheels of the car t is lost) shitt” 
David : what the hell happened here? ( the driver sees his car and attack 
Jamal) 
David : “okay, okay, okay.( when see and tries to help Jamal) cool it, cool it, 
will ya? Jesus”. You get insurance, don‟t ya? Are you okay?”  
b. Emotional Abuse 
Emotional or  psychological maltreatment of children is the most 
complex  type of abuse  invisible and difficult to define. In this movie the 
writer found there are some emotional abuse happens in child life as: 
1) Shock (data 5, 18:34 s and 58: 12s). 
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Mother : “ (when Hindustani come) run jamal, run ! (then she got hitting by 
Hindustani and she dead)“ . 
 In addition shock happened to Jamal when he sawSalim killedMaman 
with pistol when they want to help Latika from ganglocal.  
 
Salim  :” (Salim takes him pistol) no! Move !get over there.‟ 
 Maman : let‟s no foolish, salim. Heavy isn‟t it? Give it to me” 
Salim : “ on your knees. Down! Both of you down! Money!  
Maman  : “ you can have money, here , look, take it. Go !disappear with your 
friend,and we‟ll forget about this.Okay? 
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Salim : Maman never forget, isn‟t it right? 
 Maman : Maman can make an exception, huh ? 
Salim : “ l can‟t take that risk, Maman. sorry (shooting Maman ) “.  
c. Sexual Abuse  
In this movie the writer found there some child abuse happen to the child as : 
1. Prostitution underage (data 6, 55:49s). 
  
Sexual exploitation ( prostitusion ) is a form of sexual abuse that 
occurs when a child engages in a sexual activity, usually through manipulation 
or coercion, in exchange for money. 
Maman : “you really thought you could just walking in and take my prize 
away? Latika come. Have you any idea how much this little virgin is worth?” 
2. Types of Neglect. 
Neglect is failure to provide for a child‟s basic needs. Neglect may include 
failure to provide food, shelter, basic health care, supervision or protection from 
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risks. In Slomdog millionaire movie there some neglect happen to the child was 
found by the writer. 
a. Physical Neglect 
  The writer there are some physical neglect happen in the movie as; 
1) Inadequate supervision and Failure to protect a child from danger 
by parent or caretaker. (data7, (06:52 s and 07 : 38s). 
                                                                
Police   : catch him  
  The children  : the dogs are coming. Run!(the children run)” 
Police   :  if the planes won‟t kill you‟ we will.  
2) Failure to meet food and clothing what the child needs (data 8, 
26:18 sand 26:07 s). 
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In this movie there many failure to meet food and  clothing what a child 
needs. This movie saw us how  Jamal and Salim were accusetomed 
using clothes unworthy to use. 
3. The causes of child abuse. 
a. Religion conflict. (data 9, 17:59s and 18:18s ) 
  
 Religion conflict between hindustani and muslim happened that cause of 
child abues in this movie.  
 Hindustani : they are muslims get them! 
 
b. Financial problem. ( data 10, 07 : 58s and 08:30s) 
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 Financial peoblem is big probelem in this movie. Every child abuse 
abuse happened because financial problem. 
4. The Effect of child abuse. 
a. Phisycal Effect. 
1.) Physical defect (data 11, 25:44s and 52:20s ) 
  
Physical defect is one of physical effect on this movie. There some children got 
physical defect like blind and amputated 
b. Emotional Effect. 
1) Unusually high levels of anger and aggression.(data 12,01: 05: 20s 
and 01:13:33s ) 
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 That the effect of child abuse can explode their emotional 
condition like high level of anger.  Jamal does not like when the police 
talk about Latika :  
The police 1 : is she pretty ? i guess not. 
Jamal          : the most beautiful women in the world. 
The police 2 : he means the bicth of the slums. (laughs). 
Agression happens when Jamal meets salim in a building He is 
angry because salim take Latika away and leave him for along time. After 
they meet again separated for along time.  
Salim : jamal? Oh God is a good bhai. God is a good. (he is happy 
because meeting with his brother but Jamal is not happy and attack Salim 
) 
2) Difficult in trusting others. (data 13, 01: 13 : 54s and01: 27: 52s ). 
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This is one of the impact of child abuse. Where the someone is 
difficult to trusting others. This happens when salim tries to make Jamal 
trust him but Jamal does not trust him. 
Salim : Maman‟s guys were after us. We just had to skip. 
Jamal : liar..! 
Salim : left message for you at work. We waited for you for at nagpur. 
Jamal : there is no message, 
Salim :bhai i definately  left a message. 
Salim : there was no message. There was no message ! There was no 
message!. (he speaks with untrusted expression ). 
 Difficulty in trusting others is also happening when Prem gave the 
answer with leaving B mark on the mirror.  
 In the middle of the quiz program Jamal and Prem are in the toilet.  
Prem  :  guy from slums.... becoming a millioaire overnight. Do you know 
who‟s the only other person who‟s done that?  Me. I know it feels like. I 
know what you‟ve been throught.   
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Jamal : I am not going to become millionaire. I dont know the answer. 
  Prem : you‟ve said that  before, yeah. 
  Jamal :  No. Really. This time i don‟t.  
Prem :  come on, you can‟t take the money and run now. you‟re on the 
edge of history, kid. 
Jamal :  I don‟t see what else I can do. 
Prem : maybe is written my friends, I dont know. I just  get some kind of 
karmic feeling you‟re going to win this. Trust me Jamal. You‟re going to 
win. (then he is going outside of the toilet). 
c.  Sexual Effect. 
1) Promiscuty (data 14, 01: 23 : 08s) 
 In this movie Latika experiences sexsual abuse by maman who try to 
sell Latika when she was underage 17. She must live with a man who buy 
hers . And the impact is she must do promiscuity. Althought she hate to 
do that. Jamal tried to take Latika from her place. 
Latika : now go... before he kills us both. You want to do something for 
me ? 
Jamal : anything... 
Latika : forget me.... 
Jamal : what ? no.. i‟ll wait at the V.T. station 05:00 everyday  
until you come. (he tries hard to make latika go with him). 
B. Discussion. 
1. Types of child abuse. 
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After the writer was watching the movie the writer found there are  
some Stypes of child abuse happened in this movie like physical abuse, 
emotional abuse, sexual abuse and neglect. The first the writer will 
explain about some phisycal abuse in the movie. 
a. Phisycal abuse. 
1.) Throwing and hitting by using a book. 
Based on the picture and the conversation (data1) the writer found 
physical abuse happened to Jamal and Salim because their behavior  
who come late to the class when the teacher was teaching and teacher 
was angry because they fought of  the book. That case made the 
teacher got angry to them then the teacher throwing and hitting them 
by using a book.  
2.) Shaking . 
Based on the picture and quotation of conversation (data 2) the writer 
found there was a physical abuse happen to Salim. Shaking is abuse 
happens in Salim life when he lives with local gang. Maman tried 
looking for a good voice to be singing beggar and when Salim tried 
sing a song because he had bad voice make everybody laughed him. 
That make Salim got angry and tried to attacked Latika in beside him. 
Because that case Salim made local gang angry and shaking him.. 
When Salim  tries sing a song everybody laughs him and that makes 
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Salim angry and hits Latika who is beside him. Because that case the 
local gang pulling and shaking him. 
3.) Anaesthetizing and Blinding a child. 
Anaesthetizing is one of some physical abuse hapened to the child like 
what happened to David. Based on the the picture and conversation 
(data 3) we can see how anaesthetizing happened to David. After that 
the gang local gone on to blinding him without blameless. Maman did 
phisycal abuse for make David looked poor and sent him on the street 
to be a beggar. 
4.) Hitting and kicking. 
Based on the picture and conversation the writer found physical abuse 
hit and kicked (data 4) happened to Jamal when the driver‟s wheels 
was lost and He thought that happened because of Jamal‟s fault. when 
he got angry,  He hit and kicked Jamal. Althought Salim and his 
friends had stolen that wheels. 
b. Emotional abuse. 
Shock. 
Based on the picture (data 5) the writer found if emotional abuse 
happened to Jamal when he was playing with his brother suddenly 
there was a group  of  people attack them and they killed his mother in 
fron of him. That case make Jamal shocked and run away with his 
brother.  
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In addition shock was happening to Jamal when he saw Salim 
killedMaman with pistol when they want to help Latika from gang 
local. Based on the picture and conversation the writer found Jamal 
Expression   when Salim killed Maman in front him. Salim killed 
Maman, because he want to avenge to Maman who want to sell Latika 
and afraid if Maman will kill them. 
c. Sexual abuse. 
Prostitusion under age. 
That is one of sexual abuse happen in this movie. The writer found the 
picture and conversation in the movie (data 6) that show how Latika a 
girl 13 years age experienced sexual abuse when Maman tried to sold 
Latika and employs Latika in red-light street. 
d. Neglect. 
1) Inadequate supervision by parent or caretaker. 
Inadequate supervision by parent or caretaker happens in thismovie 
(data 7). When Jamal and him friends were playing in run away.  It 
happens because their parents did not care about their children. They 
just let them play everywhere. Supervision is one important thing must 
be pay attention by parents. Because the dangerous will be treathen  
their walfare. 
 Based on the conversation and the picture the writer found 
failure to protect a child from danger because of the parents mistake, 
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they cannot protect the child from the dangerous. In this movie there 
was scene show us how the children must run for avoid the police. 
Because they did not want to catch by the police they must across 
dangerous way as jumping from high roof. We are able to prediction 
how danger is it. They could get worst thing if they fall from the roof. 
2) Failure to meet food and clothing what the child needs. 
In this movie there many failure to meet food and clothing what a child 
needs.  Based on the picture in this movie  the writer found there were 
some scene saw us how  Jamal and other childrenwere accostumed  
using clothes unworthy to use. In any case Jamal and friends ate  food 
unhealthy for their body. 
2. The cause of child abuse and neglect.  
This movie show us about how child abuse and neglect can happen in 
the child life. The writer finds the reason why child abuse happens in this 
movie by using on Sigmund Freud psychoanalysis theory there are three 
elements of personality the id, the ego and super ego. These condition make 
someone does abuse and neglect. 
a. The Id. 
The nature condition of  human that illogical and irrational, the id make 
someone do anything for getting soon on what they want without thinking 
other things. The id cannot tolerate and is free inhibition.  Sometime they do 
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mistake like abuse for getting it. In this movie child abuse happen because 
adult mistakes. This movie many times show us about child abuse happened 
to the child. Child abuse happened because  two big problem are religion 
conflict and financial problem. 
The first reason is religion conflict (data 9). Another religion attack 
Muslim and then cause big problem when the children have to lost their 
parents  That happens because the Hindustani id want to remove muslim from 
their place. Based on the picture in the movie, the writer found some child 
abuse happened to the child because Hindustani‟s fault. The children must lost 
their parent and they experiences  emotional abuse like shock.  Shock(data 5) 
is one of child abuse happened to Jamal and Salim when saw their mother was 
dead in front of them. Based on freud‟s theory the writer tought if shock is 
one of id condition  that happened uncounsius of Jamal‟s psychology. 
In other case the writer found that if financial problem (data10) based 
on the picture in the movie the writer found there some financial problem in 
the movie. Because that case child abuse happened to the children when 
Maman id desire want to have much money for acceding the pleasure 
principle. But the reality he had not a good job for getting much money, so he 
did anything to the children for get much money like in Maman and his friend 
made Anaesthetizing and Blinding (data3) a child for make deformity to the 
child.  In this way they hope the child looks pity and ask the children to doing 
beggar on the street. In addition, sexual abuse also happened in this movie 
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like what happen to Latika when she was young (under age) Maman tried to 
sell and make Latika went into prostitute (data  6)that happen because he 
tought if he was able get much money with that way. Although, that wrong 
move they still do it without care about the future and the impact to the child.  
Besides, sometimes adult do child abuse not only economic necessity 
but also their id condition like angry and annoyed to the children.  That 
condition push them from inside to do phisycal abuse to the child. The writer 
found some physical abuse happen in this movie like throwing and hitting by 
using a book (data 1) by Salim‟s teacher when they come late because the 
teacher id who did not want to see their student came late. In any case shaking 
(data 2)happened to Salim when the gang local got angry because Salim 
attack Latika who laugh him. The gang local id push him to shake and pulled 
Salim. the last phisycal abuse  hitting (data 4) and kicking a child by the 
driver, he did  that because the id the driver want to Jamal be in control of  
missing out him stuff , but in this case is not Jamal‟s fault. 
Based on analise of the writer if id is one of psichology condition that 
push the care taker to did abuse to the children in this movie. From data 1 
until data  6 that was happened child abuse because the care taker id desire  
push them to doing child abuse like phisycal abuse, emotional abuse and 
sexual abuse.  
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b. Ego. 
 Whereas the id seek our happiness, the ego seek our pleasure in reality 
that sometime cannot getting what the id seek. the ego is plan full and rational 
that can delay our sanctify agree with the reality. The ego experiences of this 
movie when neglect happen because reality condition make them life 
neglectfully. If we see life condition in this movie we can find the reason why 
the children experience some neglect. Poor financial is one reason why the 
children experience neglect. Salim and Jamal were born in poor family that 
caused their life is neglectfully.  
 Physical neglect like Inadequate supervision and failure to protect 
children from danger (data 7) when the children play on the run away, run on 
around the railway and jumping from the house roof these are dangerous 
action but their parents still let them playing because there is not another place 
for them to play so them still play although their safety in danger. The 
condition environment of their life push the care taker or parent to doing 
neglect to the children. The parent‟s ego saw the real condition in their slum 
enviorment make them to do neglectto their child.  
 Failure to meet food and clothing what the child needs (data 8) is one 
of the physical neglect happen in this movie when Maman the leader of the 
gang local give them food and clothing  is improperly. He did that because the 
ego (adapt with the reality) how him financial condition can fill their need. 
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 In additional, educational neglect happen because they cannot get a 
good school because their environment condition (slum) so they must study in 
the school that does not have enough space. The parents have to give them 
education no matter how the school condition. In this case the ego (reality 
principal)of the parents let them to do educational neglect to their children. 
There not choice they must  give education to their children. 
 Neglect happened to the children because the ego condition ( reality 
principle) when the care taker did something suitably with the reality in 
around them. 
c. Super Ego. 
Super ego is system of personality has rule value. As create of social 
we must has moral. Although in this movie there some super ego happen to 
the children like when the driver attacks Jamal, David helps and give money 
to Jamal. This scene saw us how David used him moral as create social to 
help Jamal(data 4).  Beside that super ego of Jamal and Salim expressed when 
they tried to bring out Latika from red street(data 6 ) Based on the scene the 
writer thuoght if Jamal and Salim super ego‟s had good behavior for help 
another people from trouble.  
3. The Effects of child abuse 
Every abuse has consequences. It may be something negative for 
development physical and psychology of the child. In this movie there are some 
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effect of child abuse. Such as : physical effect, emotional effect, and effect on 
sexuality. 
a. Physical Effect. 
1) Physical defect .  
  Physical defect is contemporary effect to the child. The child‟s life 
will going bad. Based on the picture (data 11) the writer found  there were 
some physical effect happen to the children. Such as physical defect 
happened to David.  He must wolk on their life without see anything 
because He got blinding when he was young (data 3). Beside that some 
children cannot walk perfectly because they have only one foot 
(amputee). 
b. Emotional Effect. 
1) Unusually high level of anger and aggression. 
Unusually high level of anger and aggression  (data 12) is one of 
the effect of emotional abuse happened in this movie. Based on the 
conversation on above the writer found if  Jamal who got angry to the 
police because the words of the police about  Latika then make Jamal 
angry and attack the police. 
In addition the writer found expression of anger of Jamal when 
he met his brother. Salim  was happy to met Jamal but directly Jamal 
angry and  attack Salim. From this case we can see how Jamal anger 
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condition happened to him because he had experienced emotional 
abuse when he was young. 
Based on freud‟s psychoanalysis the writer found  if angry is one 
of id condition in Jamal‟ psychology.  The id‟s Jamal push him to 
angry to the police and to his brother. 
2) Difficulty in trusting others. 
Difficulty in trusting others is one of emotional effect happened to 
the children (data 13). Based on the pictures and conversation in this 
movie the writer found if Jamal was difficult to trust Salim‟s words. 
Salim tried hard to make Jamal trust him but Jamal still did not trust 
him. Beside that difficulty in tsrusting others happened when Prem tried 
to give answer to Jamal but he did not use that answer because he did 
not trust Prem‟s answer. That case show us how the effect of emotional 
abuse. 
c. Effect On Sexuality.  
1) Promiscuity. 
  The impact on sexuality was seen in this movie based on the 
picture and the conversation the writer found  if  promiscuity (life with a 
man without relation, data 13) in this case Jamal tried bring out Latika 
but Latika rejected. She worried about their safety. Latika was afraid to 
go with Jamal because the man who lived with her is dangerous. Latika 
drived out Jamal from her home. The writer also found the id of Jamal 
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who really want to bring out Latika. He tried hard for making Latika 
trust him and he will be waiting for Latika everyday in the station. 
Because the ego of Latika who counted the cost if they run from the 
man who life with her. She did not want to Jamal get dangerous because 
her mistake. 
Actually , there are many child abuse happened in this movie but the writer just 
took some as data for analized. Not all the datas were analized using Sigmund Freud 
theory but only analize the cause of child abuse by using Sigmund Freud theory.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
A. Conclusions 
  After the writer had researched in Danny Boyle‟s movie slomdog 
millionaire. The writer found type of child abuse, the causes of child abuse and 
the effects of child abuse Happened in this movie. The writer came to make 
conclusions that : 
1. Types of child abuse happen in this movie are physical abuse (such as 
hitting, shaking, anaestheizing, blinding and kicking) hitting  happened to 
Jamal and Salim by them teacher , shaking happened to Salim when the 
local gang was angry when Salim attacked Latika. Anaesthetizing and 
blinding happened to David.by local gang. emotional abuse, shock 
happened to Jamal when he saw Salim killed Maman in front of him, 
sexual abuse (prostitution under age) happened to Latika a girl 13 years 
old experienced sexual. and neglect (Inadequate supervision and Failure 
to protect a child from danger by parent or caretaker and Failure to meet 
food and clothing what the child needs) happened to the children in this 
movie. 
2. The cause of child abuse happen in this movie because religion conflict 
and financial problem. The cause of child abuse are based on condition id 
and ego of the people in this movie. And super ego is also seen in this 
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movie. The id happen when hindustani who want remove muslim from 
the their place, in another case children when Maman id desire want to 
have much money for acceding the pleasure principle. Ego happen when 
their parents must neglet their children because their economic condition.  
Super ego is also seen in this movie when Jamal tried to bring Latika 
from red street. The impact of child abuse happen in this movie are 
physical effect (physical defect like blind and imcomplete foot), 
emotional effect ( unusually high level of anger and difficultly in trusting 
other ) and sexual effect (promiscuity). 
3. The effects of child abuse happen in this movie are physical effects 
(physical defect like blind and amputated )David got blinding because 
Maman fault and some children cannot walk perfectly because they have 
only one foot,  emotional effects ( unusually high level of anger and 
difficultly in trusting other )Salim is easy to get angry .  and sexual effect 
(promiscuity) Latika lived with someone who bought him without 
married. 
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B. Suggestions. 
1.    Actually there are still many interesting parts in Danny Boyle‟s movie 
Slumdog Millionaire that we can research especially to the student of 
English Literature Department such as reseach Plot, theme, setting, moral 
values and culture values in the movie. 
2.   The writer suggests to the reader to watch this movie because this movie 
is one of the best movie ever the writer watched.  
3. The writer wishs the reader will more love and protect  the child from 
abuse that usual happen in around us. 
4.   The writer also need correction from the reader because the writer does 
realize that “ NOBODY IS PERFECT” and the writer has limited 
knowledge to finish this thesis. 
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